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OutlineOutline

•• Review of the Newtonian problemReview of the Newtonian problem

•• Momentum in curved spacetime and generalized Killing fieldsMomentum in curved spacetime and generalized Killing fields

•• Laws of motion (main result)Laws of motion (main result)

•• New effectsNew effects

•• Generalized Generalized DetweilerDetweiler--Whiting axiomWhiting axiom



IntroductionIntroduction

•• SelfSelf--force problems usually seek some kind of nearly universal force problems usually seek some kind of nearly universal ““bulkbulk””
behaviors in a class of compact objects.behaviors in a class of compact objects.

•• Net forces typically look likeNet forces typically look like

•• This simplifies if    varies slowly enough that it can be adequaThis simplifies if    varies slowly enough that it can be adequately tely 
approximated inside       by a few terms in a Taylor expansion. approximated inside       by a few terms in a Taylor expansion. Then,Then,

•• This isnThis isn’’t possible for the (retarded) selft possible for the (retarded) self--field, yet something like it is field, yet something like it is 
still expected in some systems. still expected in some systems. 
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•• Only a small part of the selfOnly a small part of the self--field affects a bodyfield affects a body’’s bulk motion. This s bulk motion. This 
usually does vary slowly on each crossusually does vary slowly on each cross--section. section. 

•• The The ““ignorableignorable”” portion of the field diverges in point particle portion of the field diverges in point particle 
approaches, although this is physically less relevant (and not approaches, although this is physically less relevant (and not 
sufficient to completely identify it).sufficient to completely identify it).

•• Such effects exist because of actionSuch effects exist because of action--reaction cancellations in the reaction cancellations in the 
sense of Newtonsense of Newton’’s 3s 3rdrd law. law. 

•• These ideas can be made precise in order to determine which partThese ideas can be made precise in order to determine which part of of 
the selfthe self--field affects the motion of an extended body.field affects the motion of an extended body.



NonNon--relativistic selfrelativistic self--forcesforces

SelfSelf--forces and selfforces and self--torques in Newtonian gravity or electrostatics torques in Newtonian gravity or electrostatics 
(with uniform permittivity) always vanish due to Newton(with uniform permittivity) always vanish due to Newton’’s 3s 3rdrd law:law:
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NewtonNewton’’s 3s 3rdrd law in geometric formlaw in geometric form

•• More concisely,More concisely,

for all Killing fields for all Killing fields 

•• NewtonNewton’’s 3s 3rdrd law is therefore equivalent tolaw is therefore equivalent to

Translational invariance of the Green function implies the weak Translational invariance of the Green function implies the weak 
form of the 3form of the 3rdrd law. Adding rotational invariance implies the strong law. Adding rotational invariance implies the strong 
form. form. 

•• This shows nonThis shows non--perturbativelyperturbatively -- and without necessarily knowing and without necessarily knowing 
GG -- that the quicklythat the quickly--varying (or varying (or ““singularsingular””) self) self--field doesnfield doesn’’t t 
explicitly affect the motion at all in this theory. The same ideexplicitly affect the motion at all in this theory. The same ideas as 
carry over for relativistic systems in arbitrary spacetimes.carry over for relativistic systems in arbitrary spacetimes.
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Momentum in curved spacetimeMomentum in curved spacetime

•• Usually define some          and          on a Usually define some          and          on a 
timelike worldline    timelike worldline    

•• Use a family of scalars insteadUse a family of scalars instead

•• These are defined with respect to a tenThese are defined with respect to a ten--
parameter family of generalized Killing fieldsparameter family of generalized Killing fields

DixonDixon’’s momenta are related vias momenta are related via
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Properties of the Generalized Properties of the Generalized 
Killing fields (Killing fields (GKFsGKFs))

•• Form a tenForm a ten--dimensional group in every fourdimensional group in every four--dimensional spacetime. dimensional spacetime. 
(generalized (generalized PoincarPoincaréé group). Momentum is a mapgroup). Momentum is a map

•• Any real Killing fields that may exist are also Any real Killing fields that may exist are also GKFsGKFs..

•• Uniquely fixed by any                  on Uniquely fixed by any                  on 

•• Always satisfy                                          This meaAlways satisfy                                          This means thatns that

•• Details can be found in AIH, arXiv:0805.4259Details can be found in AIH, arXiv:0805.4259
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Scalar fieldsScalar fields

•• Field equation: Field equation: 

•• StressStress--energy conservation:energy conservation:

•• Define singular and Define singular and radiativeradiative Green functionsGreen functions

1.1. Split up the retarded field:Split up the retarded field:
2.2. One part should allow pair averaging:One part should allow pair averaging:
3.3. The rest should vary slowly:The rest should vary slowly:

•• Very useful to also set                   when its arguments areVery useful to also set                   when its arguments are
timeliketimelike--separated. All of this recovers the separated. All of this recovers the DetweilerDetweiler--Whiting Whiting 
Green functions.Green functions.
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Laws of motionLaws of motion

Using stressUsing stress--energy conservation, the final (exact) result is thatenergy conservation, the final (exact) result is that
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SelfSelf--momentummomentum

•• Look at changes in       over finite times. Look at changes in       over finite times. 
Find that thereFind that there’’s a part of the selfs a part of the self--force force 
that only depends on regions right next to that only depends on regions right next to 
the bounding the bounding hypersurfaceshypersurfaces..

•• This can be associated directly with these This can be associated directly with these 
hypersurfaceshypersurfaces, and is naturally identified , and is naturally identified 
as the linear and angular momenta of the as the linear and angular momenta of the 
SS--type selftype self--fieldfield

•• This only happens for DW selfThis only happens for DW self--fields.fields.

•• Would never have been completely found Would never have been completely found 
perturbativelyperturbatively or by considering only or by considering only 
instantaneous rates of change.instantaneous rates of change.
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Why call it a selfWhy call it a self--momentum?momentum?

•• Explicitly,Explicitly,

•• If everything is timeIf everything is time--symmetric,symmetric,

•• Static charge in flat spacetime:Static charge in flat spacetime:

•• The bare and selfThe bare and self--momenta are not necessarily parallel in general.momenta are not necessarily parallel in general.

•• Different mass centers can arise when using       orDifferent mass centers can arise when using       or
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Purely extended body selfPurely extended body self--forceforce

•• Measures the failure of NewtonMeasures the failure of Newton’’s 3s 3rdrd law for the Slaw for the S--type field in type field in 
““directiondirection””

•• Exactly vanishes if this vector field is Killing. This is true fExactly vanishes if this vector field is Killing. This is true for all vector or all vector 
fields in fields in MinkowskiMinkowski and de Sitter spacetimes.and de Sitter spacetimes.

•• Smaller than the typical (Smaller than the typical (radiativeradiative or regular) selfor regular) self--force for force for 
sufficiently small charge distributions.sufficiently small charge distributions.

•• Possibly indicates that simple guesses for higher order terms inPossibly indicates that simple guesses for higher order terms in
nonlinear field theories will not lead to anything general.nonlinear field theories will not lead to anything general.
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There exist linear and angular momenta                      whosThere exist linear and angular momenta                      whose evolution e evolution 
is not affected by the DW singular component of the selfis not affected by the DW singular component of the self--field. field. 

Generalized Generalized DetweilerDetweiler--Whiting Whiting 
axiomaxiom

•• Exactly true for all charge distributions in Exactly true for all charge distributions in MinkowskiMinkowski and de Sitter and de Sitter 
spacetimesspacetimes

•• Given any Killing vector         this is also exact forGiven any Killing vector         this is also exact for

•• True to leading order for shrinking charge distributions  True to leading order for shrinking charge distributions  
in every spacetime.in every spacetime.
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Whether or not point particle-like equations of motion follow is another 
question. Corrections are often trivial if the center-of-mass can be defined 
using the effective momentum P̂»:

P̂» = P» + E»



ConclusionsConclusions

•• A simple and elegant formalism was developed to help understand A simple and elegant formalism was developed to help understand selfself--
forces and selfforces and self--torques.torques.

•• Nontrivial linear and angular selfNontrivial linear and angular self--momenta were derived without using momenta were derived without using 
any perturbation theory.any perturbation theory.

•• DetweilerDetweiler--Whiting axiom was derived (not guessed) very easily. Its Whiting axiom was derived (not guessed) very easily. Its 
correction has a very simple and explicit physical correction has a very simple and explicit physical intepretationintepretation..

•• Probably simple to generalize for more complicated field theorieProbably simple to generalize for more complicated field theories s 
involving nonlinearities and gauge freedom.involving nonlinearities and gauge freedom.

•• Will investigate the effects of         , and whether the mass cWill investigate the effects of         , and whether the mass center enter 
defined through the effective momenta makes sense.defined through the effective momenta makes sense.
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